INAUGURAL CEREMONY
CAPACITY BUILDING CENTRE

4TH INFODAY
1ST JULY, 2019
The CABCIN Project started in the year 2016
is now on the Epitome of its Success as its
ultimate outcome i.e the establishment of the
Capacity Building Center has happened at RK
University on 1st July, 2019.
A new Milestone has been set at RK
university with the establishment of Capacity
Building Center (CBC) for catering to the
Professional
Development
needs of
Educators of the region.

Guests of Honor of the inauguration ceremony
were Dr. Kamila Ludwikowska (Wroclaw
University of Science & Technology – Poland)
and Mr. Jigar Inamdar (Indian Council for
Cultural Relations)

The day started with the traditional Welcome of
the guests as per our Indian Culture by the Project
Manager Dr. Aarti Joshi at RKU. Then the event
was inaugurated with the lamp lightening by the guests. A warm floral welcome by the RKU
Management represented by Mr. Denish Patel the Executive Vice President was done of both the
guests. The brief introduction of the guests was given by Ms. Vaishalee Mavani. Mr. Mohit Patel
the Vice President of RK University delivered the Inaugural address mentioning the benefits of
the Project to RKU and how again in future the CBC would work for the upliftment of the quality
of HEIs in the surrounding region.

Dr. Kamlesh Patel – Director CBC delivered his
presentation on the objectives of CBC, the training in
future that will be offered under the RKU CBC. The
heart of the event that is the Ribbon Cutting ceremony
was done by the Project Coordinator Dr. Kamila
Ludwikowska and Mr. Jigar Inamdar the chief guest
for the event. This ceremony was followed by an deep
insightful presentation and speech of Dr. Kamila as the
Key note address of the event. Mr. Jigar Inamdar also
shared his views about the Capacity Building Centre
and extended a hand of friendship with RKU for long
term association.

The 4th Infoday Activity was conducted by Dr. Chintan
Rajani based on the whole days sequential flow of the event. The whole audience was deeply
engaged in the activity and thoroughly enjoyed this activity and took back the key learnings with
them. The crux of the whole activity was the use of ICT in Teaching and Learning and making the
classroom more interactive.

Dr. Amit Sharma took the whole audience on a
nostalgic ride of the whole journey of the Project
right from the Commencement of the Project’s
Kick-off meeting to the last Project
Management Board meeting and the European
Visit Program by a small video documentary
taking all down the memory lane.

The whole event was attended by the academicians
of the regions and the RKU Educators and also the
students, who are the m ain beneficiaries of this
project. This successful event was organized by Dr.
Aarti Joshi the Project Manager at RK University.

